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Today

• Imaging with multiple coils
– Gain SNR
– Gain Speed (parallel imaging)
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Surface Coils

• So far assumed coils 
sensitivity is uniform

• However....
– Each coils has Amp+Phase 
sensitivity
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Imaging with Multiple Coils (Roemer 1990)

• Received Data from coil 
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n ⇠ N(0, )
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Noise

• Coils are coupled → Noise correlated

n� =

Z

R
n0
�(~r)S�(~r)dr ⇠ N (0,�2)

E[ni, nj ] =  
[N⇥N ]
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Example
M. Schmitt, et al, MRM 2008;59(6):1431-9 

FIG. 1.
a: A 128-channel cardiac coil consisting of a fiberglass cradle with 60 anterior and 68 posterior
surface coils. The coils are arranged in overlapping hexagonal symmetry to minimize next-
neighbor coupling. The preamplifiers are positioned 3 cm above each coil element. b:
Schematic showing one coil element with matching/detuning circuit and preamplifier. The
proximity of the preamplifiers to the coil elements further reduces electrical coupling and
reduces cable-loss induced image noise. c: Block diagram showing the complete architecture
of the array cabling including the cable traps (B1, B2), interconnection board and connection
to the system (coil plugs P1–P7) and additional output cables. [Color figure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at http://www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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FIG. 2.
Noise correlation matrix from images acquired in a normal volunteer using the 128-channel
coil. Self-correlation of the elements along the diagonal of the matrix has been normalized to
100%. While five coil pairs exhibited relatively high coupling (>50%), the average coupling
between individual elements in the coil remained low (mean coupling = 5%, peak = 86%).
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FIG. 3.
SNR maps of the oil phantom produced with the optimum reconstruction method, which
utilizes coil sensitivity maps and noise correlation information. Maps calculated from images
acquired with (a) the 24-channel thoracoabdominal coil, (b) a 32-channel cardiac coil, and
(c) the 128-channel cardiac coil, are shown. The oil phantom, which does not suffer from
dielectric resonances, shows that the greatest SNR gain occurs closest to the surface of the 32-
and 128-channel coils.
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SNR Maps
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Reconstruction (Roemer 1990)

• How to reconstruct m(r)?
– Case 1: Full Fourier encoding → Obtain mɣ 

– N measurements for each voxel

m1 m2 m3 m4
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ms(~rp)| {z }
= S|{z}m(~rp)| {z }

+ ~n|{z}
N ⇥ 1 1⇥ 1
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Or

N ⇥ 1 N ⇥ 1

noiseimage
pixel

Sensitivity
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Minimum variance estimate

ms(~rp)| {z }
= S|{z}m(~rp)| {z }

+ ~n|{z}
N ⇥ 1 1⇥ 1

N ⇥ 1 N ⇥ 1

noiseimage
pixel

Sensitivity

1⇥ 1 N ⇥ 1
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Special case
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SOS

• Often sqrt of sum of squares used

for SNR >20, within 10% of optimum

(Long thought to be adequate)

Mss =
qX

M⇤
�M�
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Multi-Coils for Speed

• Multi coils buy SNS → Tradeoff for 

Speed
• Many methods:

– Original: SMASH - k-space approach
– Popular: 

•SENSE  - image approach, requires sensitivities
•GRAPPA - k-space approach, autocalibrating

– Here we only talk on SENSE in 2DFT
•assume Sɣ are known! (not so good assumption)
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K-space Sampling

Standard k-space sampling

Reduced k-space sampling
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Parallel Imaging (Basic Idea)

coil sensitivities

3x undersampling

reconstruction

coil 1 coil 2 coil 3 coil 4
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s(t, k(t)) =
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Sensitivity Encoding

Sensitivity Encoding
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Fourier Encoding
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Parallel Imaging

t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4

t=1 t=2
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Parallel Imaging

• Previously: 1 Enc/ time point, N images
• Now: N Enc/time point, 1 image

• Faster by skipping phase encodes!

s�(t) =

Z

R
m(~r)| {z }S�(~r)e

�i2⇡~k(t)·~r
| {z }

dr

Image Encoding
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SENSE (Pruessmann 99)

• Basic IDEA:
– Trade SNR for 
speed in multi-coil 
acq.

–  Less Phase encodes 
⇒ aliased images

–  Sort out (unfold) 
using knowledge of 
coil patterns

coil 1
image

coil 2
image

R = x2
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SENSE

2 receive coils
2 source pixels alias 
to one image pixel @rp

rp rp

r1r2
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SENSE
2 measurements of m(r1), m(r2) 
each with different weighting

sensitivity at 
source voxel
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SENSE
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SENSE
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rp rp

r1r2r1r2

S1 S2

repeat for 
every pixel

m1 m2
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Noise Amplification g-factor
order of the noise level and further exclusion of pixels with
then sparse neighborhood (Fig. 2d,e). In addition to the use
in Eq. [29] the function ! can serve as the basis for
excluding voxels from reconstruction.

Besides improved accuracy at object edges, the fitting
approach has the advantage of not being restricted to
regions yielding immediate sensitivity information. It per-
mits extrapolation over a limited range necessary for
dealing with slightly varying tissue configurations. Re-
fined sensitivity values are calculated for all ‘‘object’’
pixels according to !, plus an extrapolation zone (Fig. 2f).
For efficient implementation note that the sums in Eqs.
[27] and [28] are dominated by the pixels near x0, y0, the
number of considerable contributions depending on ". In
terms of complexity it is advantageous to consider only the
significant terms in Eqs. [27] and [28] and restrict higher
order fitting to border regions.

RESULTS

Sensitivity encoding using common Cartesian sampling of
k-space and DFT-based reconstruction was performed in
vitro and in vivo on a Philips Gyroscan ACS-NT15 at 1.5 T.

Phantom Experiments
A five-coil array was used in the set-up depicted in Fig. 3a,
surrounding a cylindrical quality phantom. A fast gradient-
field echo (FFE) sequence was used with a full FOV of 210
mm. SENSE imaging was performed varying the reduction
factor from R # 1.0 (no reduction) up to R # 4.0 and
switching the phase encoding direction between vertical
and horizontal. The results are displayed in Figs. 4 and 5,
showing conventional ‘‘sum-of-squares’’ and SENSE recon-
struction. Throughout, images without appreciable arti-
facts were obtained, except for noise inhomogeneity visible
at higher reduction factors. Maps of the relative noise level
as predicted by theory are displayed next to the correspond-
ing images. The maps are in good agreement with visual
noise perception and illustrate the benefit of voxel exclu-
sion, as reflected by contours corresponding to object
shape. The difference in noise between the two orienta-
tions is due to different geometry factors. Obviously, in
terms of geometry the vertical phase encoding is the
superior choice for the given arrangement of coils and
imaged slice.

To illustrate the need for advanced sensitivity assess-
ment, the fitting order P was varied in sensitivity map
refinement. Images obtained at R # 3.0 with P # 0, P # 1,
and P # 2 are shown in Fig. 6. With zero-order fitting,
which is essentially equivalent to low-pass filtering, severe
displacement artifacts are observed. In the image obtained
with first-order fitting, slight artifacts are still appreciable.
By second-order fitting, artifacts were reduced to a negli-
gible level.

In Vivo Experiments
The elements of a two-coil array were placed laterally on
opposite sides of a healthy volunteer’s head as depicted in
Fig. 3b. Transverse brain images were obtained with full
Fourier encoding (R # 1.0) and with scan time reduced to
one-half (R # 2.0) using an inversion recovery turbo
spin-echo (IR-TSE) sequence (matrix 256 $ 208, FOV 210
mm, TI 150 msec, TE 11 msec, TR 3.5 sec, flip angle 90°, 17
echoes per echo train, slice thickness 5 mm, NSA 4).

FIG. 3. Experimental set-ups. a:Afive-coil array positioned around a
cylindrical phantom (two overlapping circular elements, Ø 20 cm,
three overlapping rectangular elements, 13 $ 19 cm). b: Two circular
coils (Ø 20 cm) placed laterally for brain imaging. c: Cardiac imaging
in prone position with the same array as in a. Arrows indicate the
fold-over direction y.

FIG. 4. SENSE imaging of a quality phantom with increasing
reduction factor R indicated on the left. Phase encoding in vertical
direction. Left: conventional sum-of-squares images. Middle: SENSE
reconstruction from the same data. Right: maps of the relative noise
level as predicted by SENSE theory, colored according to the
gray-scale on the far right (arbitrary units).

SENSE: Sensitivity Encoding for Fast MRI 957

In this case the image noise matrix reads

X ! (EH "̃#1E)#1. [17]

The reconstruction formulae [12] and [16] permit image
reconstruction from data obtained with hybrid gradient
and sensitivity encoding. Both are numerically challenging
as they imply the inversion of large matrices. However, the
two concepts also exhibit important differences. The weak
approach is more convenient in that it does not require the
calculation of the matrix C and poses the smaller inversion
problem when nV $ nCnK. Furthermore, it yields optimized
SNR. On the other hand, the strong approach is always
applicable, whereas the second algorithm works only if
condition [15] can be fulfilled. In particular, for weak
reconstruction the rank of the matrix E must be equal to nV,
thus nV % nCnK must hold. Moreover, the weak approach is
less robust in terms of ensuring voxel quality.

The limitations of weak reconstruction may be under-
stood by considering Dirac distributions as ideal voxel
functions:

i& (r) ! '(r # r&), [18]

where r& denotes the center of the &-th voxel. The encoding
matrix then reduces to

E((,)),& ! e(,) (r&). [19]

In this case the weak criterion [15] may be restated as
follows: each voxel function must be equal to one in the
center of the voxel it belongs to and equal to zero in all
other voxels’ centers. A voxel function with this property
will be acceptable only as long as it is well behaved
between voxel centers. In this view, the criterion becomes
unreliable when there are solutions that vary considerably
within voxels and at the same time yield favorably low
noise.

The Dirac choice in the weak approach also is of great
practical significance. It is with this choice that reconstruc-
tion in the Cartesian case can be performed in the practical
fashion described at the beginning of this section. For the
derivation see Appendix D.

Noise in SENSE Images
There are actually two kinds of noise that affect SENSE
images, i.e., noise in sample values and noise in sensitivity
data. The latter, however, can usually be reduced to a
negligible level by smoothing. Then Eq. [8] for the calcula-
tion of image noise holds. This equation illustrates two
important aspects of noise propagation in SENSE recon-
struction. First, with multiple channels the diagonal entries
in "̃ vary from channel to channel and there is noise
correlation between samples taken simultaneously, i.e., there
are non-zero cross-terms. Second, unlike a matrix represen-
tation of FFT, a SENSE reconstruction matrix generally is
not unitary. As a consequence, unlike standard Fourier
images the noise level in a SENSE image varies from pixel
to pixel and there is noise correlation between pixels.

For similar reasons the noise level does not have the
common square-root dependence on the number of samples

taken. In the case of Cartesian sampling with reconstruc-
tion as initially explained, this can be made yet clearer. For
one particular voxel we compare the noise levels as
obtained with full and reduced Cartesian Fourier encod-
ing. According to Appendix D the partial image noise
matrix for the relevant unfolding step is

X !
1

nK
(SH "#1S)#1. [20]

Let & denote the index of the voxel under consideration
within the set of voxels to be separated. With full Fourier
encoding no aliasing occurs and the matrix S has only one
column. Note that this single column is identical to the &-th
column of S in the case of reduced Fourier encoding. Thus,
the ratio of the noise levels obtained in that voxel is
given by

!X &,&
red

!X &,&
full

! !R ![(SH "#1S)#1]&,& (SH "#1S)&,& , [21]

where S corresponds to reduced Fourier encoding and R
denotes the factor by which the number of samples is
reduced with respect to full Fourier encoding:

R !
nK

full

nK
red

. [22]

The rightmost square-root expression in Eq. [21] strongly
depends on coil geometry and is thus called the local
geometry factor g, which is always at least equal to one:

g& ! ![(SH "#1S)#1]&,& (SH "#1S)&,& * 1. [23]

Note that by virtue of condition [15] the voxel functions in
the two reconstructions compared are both scaled to one in
the voxel center. Therefore, the noise ratio in Eq. [21]
reflects just the inverse of the SNR ratio, thus:

SNR &
red !

SNR &
full

g&!R
. [24]

This relation confirms an upper bound for SNR character-
ized by the square root of the number of samples acquired.
The geometry factor describes the ability with the used coil
configuration to separate pixels superimposed by aliasing.
In practice it allows a priori SNR estimates and provides an
important criterion for the design of dedicated coil arrays.

Propagation of Systematic Error in SENSE Reconstruction
In addition to noise a SENSE reconstructed image may be
impaired by errors of systematic nature. Errors in sample
values may be due, e.g., to tissue motion, main field
inhomogeneity, eddy currents, or gradient non-linearity.
The related artifacts are well known in standard imaging. A
potential problem specific to sensitivity encoded imaging
arises from errors in sensitivity values.

The nature of artifacts in SENSE images generally is
governed by error propagation in the reconstruction formu-
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Ex = y
Pruessmann
et. al., 1999
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SENSE

• Full inverse model
• Noise optimal
• One combined image

• Sensitive to map 
errors
– Too low resolution
–  Misregistration
–  Folded maps

*image, courtesy of Kevin King
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Autocalibrating Model (GRAPPA)

FT

FT
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RECONSTRUCTION

Fux = y

CALIBRATION

|x � G
Griswold
et. al., 2002
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• Reconstruction through interpolation
• Based on generalized sampling theory
• k-space vs. coil sampling domain

GRAPPA

coil

ky

kz
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GRAPPA/ARC
k-Space variant interpolation
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GRAPPA/ARC
k-Space variant interpolation
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GRAPPA/ARC
k-Space variant interpolation
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